**Script Cinderella**  
( free adaptation from the Disney movie)  
by teacher Ana Carmona P.

**First scene**  
In a living room, Cinderella is cleaning the floor while she is singing.

**Narrator:** Once upon a time there was a beautiful girl who lived with her stepmother and stepsisters. She was lovely and kind and because of that her stepsisters bother her. Everybody call her Cinderella.

**Anastasia:** Hurry up Cinderella! Make me the breakfast!

**Cinderella:** Yes, Anastasia

**Griselda:** Cinderellaaaa! Wash my dress! (throw it to her)

**Cinderella:** Yes, Griselda

**Anastasia:** My breakfast!

**Stepmother:** Cinderella?

**Cinderella:** tell me stepmother?

**Stepmother:** Make the housework, prepare lunch, do the washing up... and give a bath to the cat, oh and clean the carpet by hand! Let's go shopping girls!

**Cinderella:** (so sad) yes, stepmother

**Griselda and Anastasia:** (laughing) let's go mom...

Curtain (telón)

**Second scene**

A living room.

**Narrator:** One day the King decided to give a great ball in his palace for finding the future wife to his son, the Prince. So every young single lady of the Kingdom was invited to assist to the ball.

**Real Postman:** His Real Majesty, The King, send you an invitation to the ball.

**Cinderella:** Thank you Sir.

**Stepmother:** Give me that (reads the invitation)

**Griselda and Anastasia** (together): let me read mother.

**Stepmother:** A ball... In the Palace... Tonight!

**Griselda and Anastasia** (together): A ball in the palace tonight!

**Stepmother:** (reading) His real majesty invite to every single lady to a ball in the palace tonight.

**Cinderella:** May I go too?

**Griselda and Anastasia** (together): ja ja ja. You?

**Cinderella:** The invitation says every single lady.

**Stepmother:** (thinking) ...Ok, you can go if you finish all of the homework.

**Cinderella:** Oh, Thank you!

**Narrator:** But the Stepmother and her daughters were evil and they asked Cinderella to make different things during all the day.

And finally they got ready to the ball, but the poor Cinderella couldn't prepare herself and she decided not to go, but...

**Cinderella:** (sadly sighing entered to her bedroom)
Narrator: Cinderella couldn't believe her eyes, a beautiful dress was already prepared to her magically. She quickly get dressed and followed her Stepmother and sisters.

Cinderella: Wait me, wait me!

Stepmother, Griselda and Anastasia (turning round)
Cinderella: (showing her dress) Look! (turning round) It isn't beautiful, is it?
Stepmother: (with an evil look) Yes, Cinderella...
Griselda and Anastasia: Mother, she can't go.
Stepmother: Girls, don't you recognize things from you in her?
Griselda and Anastasia: (In an evil way too) Oh yes, that's mine, that's mine too! (pushing and breaking some pieces of Cinderella's dress)

Narrator: And that is how the Stepmother and the Stepsisters destroyed Cinderella's dress.
Cinderella: Oh no, please don't do that.

Narrator: The Stepmother and her daughters went out home leaving Cinderella crying and suffering.

Third Scene

Cinderella cries in the centre of the scenery and suddenly an old lady get close to her and touched her hair.

Fairy Godmother: Dear, dear, don't cry my girl.
Cinderella: (Crying even more)
Fairy Godmother: Don't cry my girl. I've came to help you.
Cinderella: (looking at her)
Fairy Godmother: I'll gave you a new dress, a beautiful carriage with horses and wonderful glass slippers.

Narrator: And Magically the Godmother made appear a lovely carriage and a wonderful new dress to Cinderella.

Cinderella: (Now happy and smiling) Oh! I can't believe it, oh thank you Godmother (hugging her)
Fairy Godmother: Oh my girl, it is nothing. But I must tell you something: you must go back before midnight, because the charm only last till midnight and after that everything is going to be real again.
Cinderella: (looking her dress) Midnight, all real again, Ok. Thank you.
Fairy Godmother: Go my girl. Go and enjoy the ball
Cinderella: ( getting into the coach and taking Godmother's hands) Thank you. It's more than I could ever imagine.

Curtain

Fourth Scene ( Big room in the casttle)

Several ladies are trying to dance and catching the Prince's attention, among others Anastasia and Griselda
Ladies: Oh Prince...dance with me!

Narrator: But suddenly on the gate a beautiful lady was coming and the Prince went out to her. They introduced one to each other, they looked into their eyes and the music started to sound so Cinderella and the Prince dance as in a wonderfull and magic dream.

(They dance some minutes)

Meanwhile they are dancing the clock gives the midnight

**Cinderella:** Oh! It's midnight... I must go... I must go.... (She went out of the room running)

**Prince:** No! Wait... I don't even know your name... wait!

Cinderella runs across the room but she leaves one glass slipper on the floor and the Prince pick up the slipper and loos into Cinderella has gone.

Curtain

**Fifth Scene**

Narrator: Cinderella ran far away from the casttle and the charm dessapeared. Meanwhile the Prince has decided to get married with the lady who fix the glass slipper and The King has sent to try the slipper on every single lady and get the owner of the glass slipper into the casttle.

In a living room, Real messenger is attempting to try the glass slipper on Anastasia's foot. Griselda and the stepmother are next to her and Cinderella is looking in a corner

**Anastasia:** It fix me, it's my slipper (but the slipper doesn't fix her foot)

**Griselda:** It's my slipper...let me try on...(but it doesn't fix her foot neither)

**Cinderella:** (getting close to the messenger) May I try the slipper on?

**Messenger:** Yes, Madam

**Cinderella:** (try the slipper on her foot and showing that it fix her perfectly) Look! It's mine

**Griselda, Anastasia:** It can't be!

**Stepmother:** There's must be a mistake!

**Cinderella:** There's no mistake and I have the other slipper for proving you (taking the slipper out of her pocket)

**Everybody:** OOOOH!!

Curtain

**Last scene**

A big room for dancing. Cinderella and the Prince dance.

**Narrator:** Cinderella married the Prince and finally she could became her dream true. Cinderella and the Prince lived for a long time happily ever after.

**The End**